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Program Overview 
While looking through the lens of faith, this experiential program enables students to understand culture and 
democracy in the Sub Saharan Africa region. It examines the common trends from pre-colonial times through 
to the modern day. Though the Zimbabwean situation will be the primary point of reference, other countries are 
also explored, with a deep look into how worldview impacts on the politics of African nations and how 
individuals within those nations respond to matters of faith. This program incorporates discussion times and 
lectures with embassy dignitaries, church leaders, anthropologists, missionaries, justice advocates and leaders 
of humanitarian organizations. In a context in which many experience systemic corruption and injustice, 
students will have the opportunity to spend time with those fighting for the rights of the voiceless. The program 
is strongly designed around practical engagement with many field experiences in order to help students 
compare the theoretical aspects of the program with reality. We will examine some of the fundamental 
differences between individualistic and collectivist cultures. We explore their respective strengths and 
weaknesses and examine the way in which Christian worldview overlays culture. This stunningly beautiful and 
exotic part of Africa was a primary region of focus for the great missionary explorer – Dr David Livingstone. To 
enhance the learning experience, excerpts from David Livingstone’s journals form an integral part of the daily 
reflection time and activities. As we engage with a number of traditional, rural communities we will retrace his 
steps along the Zambezi valley, much of which is little changed from his exploration of it 150 years ago.  

 

Pre-requisites 
A good command of the English language is essential to participate on this program as all lectures and tutorials 
will be conducted in English. Those enrolling in this program will ideally have a background in some of the 
following: anthropology, psychology, sociology, theology, politics or other related fields. In order to thrive and 
be able to experience the full benefits of this program, participants ought to be culturally-aware and open-
minded. 

 

Location 
Students are stationed in Harare for the first fifteen days of the program which consists mainly of theory 
lessons and discussions. They are hosted at ‘The Team House’ in the low density suburb of Mt Pleasant, 
Harare. Lectures are held in various locations around the city with field trips and excursions around the country 
in different towns; Selous, Masvingo, Gweru, Bumi Hills and Victoria Falls. There is a homestay option to 
enhance the cultural experience of students. Here they spend time in a local home setting and have a chance 
to converse and gain insight into the residents’ worldview. This helps them to see how this world view affects 
their political understanding and social standing.  

 

Program Length 
28 days starting 17 June 2018 

 

Program Outcomes 
Students are equipped with:  

• Insight into African history, traditions and culture 

• A comprehension of the differences between individualistic cultures (predominantly western) and 
collectivist cultures (animistic in this context) and how they interact with worldviews based on faith 
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• A basic knowledge of the key problems and questions around which African politics revolves 

• The fundamental conceptual, theoretical and analytical tools used in considering national social 
contexts  

• An understanding of the role and work of the church, diplomatic missions and non-profit organizations 
in affecting change in African countries 

• An understanding of how democracy and justice outwork themselves within an African context. 

 

Key Study Topics 
• A faith based approach to governance, politics, human rights and the constitution 

• Animistic culture and its interaction with a faith based worldview 

• Traditional subsistence African culture 

• Cross cultural communities and societal change 

• African History (Pre-colonial to today) 

• Impact and changes in education and land reform* 

• Rural development and welfare NGOs 

 

Coursework 
• Lectures 

• Cross cultural engagement observation 

• Group/individual presentation 

• Assignment to be submitted on the 15th day based on topic of own choice designed around the 
guidelines presented by the program coordinator 

 

Possible Career Paths 
This program is of interest to those who are pursuing careers in anthropology, education, journalism, 
governance, human rights, legislative advocacy, politics, community organization, theology, world missions, 
law and law enforcement and a variety of other areas. The options are broad because this program and 
prerequisite background study is designed to equip students with the ability to interact well in a cross cultural 
context and foster critical thinking. 

 

credit 
We will help by supplying you with all the necessary documentation and supporting information you will need to 
apply for credit through your home university or college. 
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Program Coordinator 

Barry Rawlings 
Barry graduated with a Bachelor of Social Science Degree from the University of Cape 
Town. He has a tertiary education background in sociology, economics and law, plus 
experience in the financial services sector. Barry moved from Cape Town to Harare 
about twelve years ago before taking on a role as the General Manager for Edutours 
Africa. He is in love with Africa and counts the opportunity to introduce others to this 
continent and its people an absolute privilege. Barry follows current affairs closely and is 
equally at home in both urban and rural environments. 

 

Program Contributors 

Gertjan Van Stam   
Gertjan is Dutch and lives in Zimbabwe. He has been involved with strategic 
developments in ICT in Africa since 1987. He is a Research Fellow at Zimbabwe's 
Science and Industrial Technology Development Centre. He holds an MTech (cum laude) 
from Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University and is currently working towards a PhD in 
Cultural Studies. His research is focused on the mechanism of engendering ICTs in 
(rural) Africa. He is also a member of IEEEs Board of Directors Ad Hoc Committee for 
Africa. Gertjan has also lived in different urban and rural areas within Belgium, India, 
Netherlands, Swaziland and Zambia. He is thus a professional with broad exposure 

within many contexts, cultures, leadership  

Fadzayi Mahere 
Fadzayi Mahere studied for a Bachelor of Law Honours degree (LLB Hons) at the 
University of Zimbabwe. After graduating, she went to the University of Cambridge in 
2010 for a Master of Laws, International Criminal Law & International Commercial 
Litigation. Her special area of focus was on election violence as a crime against 
humanity under international law. Fadzayi practiced for a year in the Prosecution 
Division of the International Criminal Court in The Hague. She is currently Advocate of 
the High Court, Supreme Court and Constitutional Court of Zimbabwe. While she 
lectures at the University of Zimbabwe, she is also the spokesperson for a prominent 

political resistance movement which is vocal when it comes to holding governmental institutions to account on 
their decisions and actions.  

Brian Oldreive 
In the late 70s, Brian decided to try a no-till farming approach, as opposed to the 
plowing method he was accustomed to. Within six years, his farm became so fruitful 
that it grew to be the second largest privately owned farm in Africa! It was subsequently 
forcibly taken from him a few years later. Feeling that he could not keep this knowledge 
and skills to himself, Brian set up demonstration plots around Zimbabwe. This became 
the advent of Foundations for Farming (FfF), a model that has spread from Zimbabwe 
into at least 32 African countries and three continents. The program is based on the 
Biblical mandate to remember the poor and the need to faithfully steward our natural 

resources. FfF is more than just a farming approach but it is also an accessible model for uplifting the rural 
poor. Land has been a source of political conflict in Zimbabwe since before independence and the fast track 
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land reform program post-independence saw many new farmers emerging who benefitted from employing the 
FfF principles.  

Jessica Shumba  
Straight out of high school Jessica joined Youth With A Mission (YWAM), an evangelical 
interdenominational, non-profit Christian, missionary organization. During her time with 
YWAM she served in several nations and cultures including Haiti, Mexico and several 
African countries. During her outreaches she gained insight on how where we come 
from and what we have been exposed to has an irrefutable impact on how people view 
their world and the faith practices they pursue. She served with YWAM for about ten 
years, during which time she acquired her Bachelor’s degree in Biblical Studies. Jessica 
moved back to Zimbabwe where she did her Master of Arts degree in Leadership and 

Management while she worked with Foundations for Farming. She then joined Operation Mobilization (OM) as 
Field Leader in 2016. OM is a Christian organization founded to mobilize young people to live and share the 
Gospel of Jesus.  

 

Activities 

Great Zimbabwe Ruins 
Great Zimbabwe was a stone city which was in existence between 1290 and 
1450. The people of great Zimbabwe traded extensively with various 
countries including even those as far as China and the Middle East. A tour of 
the ruins gives an in-depth presentation on the origins of the Gokomere tribe 
who built the ruins as well as their culture and lifestyle in and around the 
great ancient city. What is phenomenal about the structures here is that the 
walls, including a conical tower, were built with soapstone but without any 
mortar. It is from the native name of this structure – ‘Dzimbadzamabwe’ that 
the country derives its name. Great Zimbabwe is a World Heritage Site. 

Bumi Hills 
The Zambezi valley is home to the Tonga tribe. Their subsistence agricultural lifestyle and cultural practices 
have remained largely unchanged for hundreds of years. This valley, along one of Africa’s great rivers was a 
trade route for ivory and slaves in the days of David Livingstone.  While here we will base ourselves at the 
homestead of “White” Kongobwe, who happens to be a church leader in this largely unreached community. 
This is the frontline for examining where Christian practice meets traditional culture and world view.  

Victoria Falls 
One of the original natural wonders of the world, the Victoria Falls is breathtaking and, not surprisingly, a World 
Heritage Site. This spectacle can be viewed from the edge of the gorge because a natural catwalk makes it 
easily accessible. The spray from the water falling graces viewers with showers that cool their bodies from the 
scorching heat but may also leave them soaking wet! Other activities around the falls include game drives, 
bungee jumping, helicopter falls viewing and white-water rafting. 

Domboshava Monument (optional) 
Domboshava exhibited a rich truck gardening economy before turmoil hit the country. This market still exists 
but by no means resembles what it was like in the late 20th century. More people have now taken to pottery 
production instead – an example of how the political situation has affected the population’s livelihood. The 
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Domboshava Monument is within granite hills and caves, with rock paintings that have been estimated to date 
back 6 000 years. The view from the uppermost hill offers a great sunset experience after an exhilarating climb. 

Antelope Park 
Set in over 3000 acres of open savannah grassland, Antelope Park is a stunning and unique game reserve 
where students are able to participate in a variety of activities. Each student gets the opportunity to sit down 
and converse with local individuals, most likely those working at the park, the aim being to be able to hear from 
the horse’s mouth how they view the world. During group time, students may discuss and compare their 
findings, linking them to the other knowledge they would have gained in their theoretical studies. Optional 
activities include lion research, bush walks, canoeing, game drives, elephant interaction and horse-riding. 

 

The Boma Restaurant 
Described as an unforgettable African experience infused with Zimbabwean cuisine, spirited performances and 
traditional storytelling, The Boma – Place of Eating has firmly established itself as a Victoria Falls highlight. 
Partially open to the skies, The Boma specializes in a superb selection of Zimbabwean dishes. A four-course 
meal combines a choice of starters with a barbecue buffet.  The adventurous are enticed with local delicacies 
such as mopani worms and potjiekos (hunter’s game stew), whilst those wishing to enjoy eland, buffalo, 
crocodile, kudu, and more traditional meats, or a variety of vegetarian meals are welcome to do so. The sights 
and sounds of the evening are accentuated by a feast of nightly entertainment, incorporating traditional 
dancers, who captivate guests with their vibrant songs and dance.  The acclaimed Zambezi Drumbeat provides 
a wonderful interactive drumming experience.  

Optional Activities 

Chengeta Day Trip 
In the Shona language of Zimbabwe, ‘Chengeta’ means to ‘take care of’ or to ‘look after’ which reflects the soul 
of this lodge. Situated at the foot of a granite kopje amidst indigenous trees and a tropical landscaped garden 
with wildlife roaming through the gardens, guests can enjoy a memorable and restful day at the Chengeta 
Safari Lodge. The route to Selous traverses through sections of the country where the negative impact of land 
reform can be seen – once fruitful land left unused or grossly mismanaged. 

Victoria Falls Market  
The Curio Market showcases a wide range of Zimbabwean art. Walking through the stalls takes one through an 
experience which enhances their view of how each piece of art depicts a story, authored by the artists and 
revealing history, culture, worldview and social standing. 

Traditional Beading, Bungee Jumping, Gorge Swing, Game Drives, White Water Rafting 
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Program Costs 
Fees and additional expenses are based on all known circumstances at the time of calculation. Due to the 
unique nature of our programs and the economics of host countries, Edutours Africa reserves the right to 
change its fees or additional expenses as necessary. 

Tuition: $1415 

The tuition fee covers the following program components: 

• Lecturers and lecture facilities 

• Great Zimbabwe Ruins excursion 

• Victoria Falls Viewing 

• Victoria Falls Boma Restaurant 

• Specified Field Trips 

• Internet in Harare 

• Basic Books, and Printed Reading Materials 

Room, Board and Logistics: $2780 

The room and board fee covers the following program components: 

• All accommodation during the entire program period (in rooms) 

• Homestay in Marembera/Mola 

• All meals for the entire program period 

• All transport related directly to the program 

Additional Costs (not accounted for above): 
• International airfare to Harare 

• Visa expenses (vary per country of origin) 

• Immunizations (requirements vary per country of origin) 

• Additional Books and supplies 

• Personal Health & Travel Insurance 

• Optional Activities (including game drives) 

Discretionary Expenses 
Individual interests and extra-curricular activities determine how much extra each student needs to budget for 
their stay in Zimbabwe. All meals and accommodation are covered in the room and board fee. Incidental 
expenses as well as any non-program related travel costs are the responsibility of each student. Optional 
activities in Victoria Falls and at Antelope Park are also at the discretion of the student. 

 

 
info@edutoursafrica.com        |        www.edutoursafrica.com        |        +27 87 232 8725 


